BAND BIO
The Mike Brandon Band (previously Gravyhound) may have had a
rotating smorgasbord of members since their inception in 2002. But
one thing that remains constant is the soulful nuance behind their
bluesy sound.
With their free-form progressive style combined with the greasy
charm of rock n’roll, infectious melodies come easily for the Oxford,
Add a little bit of body text
Connecticut-based act. Their songs offer everything from searing
unadulterated rock n’ roll riffs to hypnotic psych pop melodies to
raunchy rock to popping rockabilly tones.

MIKE
BRANDON
BAND
GENRE
Rock, Blues, Boogie, Soul, Funk,
Hillbilly, Ragtime

The Mike Brandon Band are renowned for their ability to bring a highoctane slice of energy to their shows where they raucously blast their
deftly orchestrated original tracks along with classic covers.
Their reputation for getting bar taps to flow and crowds to move is
almost unparalleled – if anyone shares the same energy of The Mike
Brandon Band, it’s their ardent and loyal fans.

INFO FOR BOOKERS
18+ years experience: Hundreds of public and private
events, festivals, parades, etc. played

QUICK LINKS

Impressive draw per show

Mike Brandon Band Website
Videos
Soundcloud - Streaming Music
Facebook - Fan Page

Heavy social media promotion of gigs/venues

INFLUENCES

High energy shows get crowds dancing and drinking

RECENT REVIEWS

Lynyrd Skynyrd, The Beatles, ZZ Top,
Howlin' Wolf, Black Sabbath, The
Doors, Soundgarden, Beck, James
Brown, Tom Petty, NRBQ, Jethro Tull,
Led Zepplin, Bob Dylan, Johnny Cash,
Elvis, Chuck Berry

"...[The Mike Brandon Band] project evolved into something
different, particularly to Mike’s charismatic nature as a frontman
and his love for high-energy performances and honest lyrics. The
band sharpened their teeth performing songs by acts such as Tom
Petty, SRV or Lynyrd Skynyrd, giving their sound a deeper feel and a
very exciting attitude, keeping the energy to the max.”
Andrew, The BandCamp Diaries

CONTACT INFO

“The Mike Brandon Band is a talented group for certain; having the
skills to mix different rock genres as smoothly as they do is nothing
short of astonishing.” -Kelsey, Phantom Angel

Mike: (203) 808-7113
Chrissy (Booking):
christinejones@gmail.com

